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Aaron W. Smith Jr.
	Aaron W. Smith Jr. is a humble veteran who served in the Air Force on behalf of America during the Vietnam War. Smith was born in Alabama in 1933 but was raised in Louisiana. When he was just five years old, Smith dealt with the passing of his father and soon after, he and his sister went to live with their grandparents for five years. Eventually, his mother got remarried and it was suddenly a very new situation for Smith and his sister but they had no choice but to tolerate it.
	During his childhood, Smith attended a school where there was one room with two teachers handling seven grades; one can only assume how chaotic that would be. Smith said, “There wasn’t really much to do,” he admitted to being a bit of a devilish kid. The only thing Smith enjoyed as a kid was hunting and fishing. Even though Smith didn’t have an ideal childhood, he adapted to his environment and helped turn his situation around.
	When he graduated from high school, Smith attended Tuskegee University in 1951. Being in the military was something Smith was interested in, which was why he had joined Reserved Officers Training Corps (ROTC) in college. Many colleges had the ROTC program which prepared men to be military officers. Smith experienced difficult training that was very rugged because it was at a college. The ROTC program provided learning how to drill. In fact, Smith was on the drill team which had the chance to travel and gave a great experience with what it would be like to travel while in service. Being in ROTC with the training it supplies was very helpful in preparing on what to expect in the military. 
	Smith officially joined the Air Force in 1955. Being an officer, it was not necessary for boot camp. Although, training was provided to learn pre-flight training and gave an introduction into the Air Force. First time going into combat  was life changing. Arriving in Saigon, Smith rode on a C130 on the way to his unit. At 8:30 p.m the plane was in route and all of a sudden over the Public Address System (PAS), the pilot said " Lean away from the aircraft we have incoming, we have a sniper fire." This got Smith's attention and made him finally realize they were in the combat zone. From this day forward, Smith remembers the first day in combat like it was yesterday. These experiences and memories from being in the Air Force, Smith took with him and will always be a part of his life. 
	Although he only spent one year in Vietnam, Smith developed prostate cancer on account of exposure to “Agent Orange,” which was a pesticide that was distributed in large, orange containers. On top of this, he also has post-traumatic stress, which he attends group meetings for to this day. Smith explained that the war had given him more mental issues than physical ones and, “when you come back from service, you don’t come back whole.” There were times during Smith’s service when he didn’t even want to see some of the guys he worked with leave because he knew that some of their planes wouldn’t make it back.
	Smith retired from the air force on May of 1976. He ended up being awarded a Bronze Star, a Presidential Unit Citation, a Vietnamese Honor Medal 1st class which is the highest honor you can receive from the South Vietnamese government, a Military Service award, and more. In total, he was awarded 14 medals. After retiring from service, he moved to Sacramento and as a part of the United States Department of Defense, worked in a post office for six months. After that he acquired a contractor’s license (he had majored in construction as well) and helped build houses for the lower income community.
	To Smith, being in the military was not something to be glorified. In fact, many of the people he knew were against the Vietnam War and America itself seemed to oppose it. Smith even mentioned a story about how one of his colleagues at the time was explaining to his friends why the Vietnam War was brainwashing those around them. Smith recalled being stunned, but honestly, there wasn’t much he could do except avoid that colleague from that point on.
	Smith met a variety of people during the service and did exceptional amounts of travelling. Being in the war changed Aaron Smith and made him appreciative, brave, and the strong man he is today. His time in service impacted him to view the military in a different perspective than he had before he joined the military. Smith took a lot of pride serving for the country and would not have it any other way. Above all, he gained a loving wife, amazing kids, grandkids, and a story to tell.

